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Date
15 May 2017

Attendees
Elisa Kendall
Richard Beatch
David Saul
Dennis Wisnosky
Lucy Opsitnik
Gareth Isaac
@Tomasz Dybala
Jennifer Bond-Caswell

Agenda
1) Use Case reminder
2) Where we are on our road map.
3) Open Action Items
4) JIRA Issues Review - https://jira.edmcouncil.org/projects/FBC/issues/FBC-106?filter=allopenissues
5) Todays content discussion.
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SKOS
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6) For next week.

Proceedings:

Slides from today's meeting, including all of the lifecycle slides and current hierarchy for indicators are available at –

A link to the IMF page regarding economic indicators / statistics published / reporting requirements is – http://dsbb.imf.org/Pages/SDDS/Overview.aspx?
sp=y.
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Financial Service Providers: need feedback on completeness of subclasses. International perspective in particular. Currently nothing under Brokerage
Firm. Does Broker/dealer go under that? for example. Which of these should be people or organizations? Or both? Swap dealer is missing as well.

Revisiting Lifecycle issue from Pete. Fairly drastic reworking of this area. Please look closely. How does Product relate to Product Lifecycle? Can there
be a product with NO lifecycle (however trivial that lifecycle may be)? Can a single life cycle apply to more than one product? Or is it that there are
multiple lifecycles that are remarkably similar? Need both lifecycle of a product and the lifecycle of a trade.

A trade is not a product, but a part of a product lifecycle.

We have Occurrences and Events. We don't have stages. Sit on this for now. Please review closely. We will review with Pete directly later.

Quick tangent: look at indicators. SEC has some dependencies. Looking at: building out
various statistical indicators. Economic Indicators in particular. BLS publications drive
this. We have some (most) but not all BLS stuff. We selected the commonly referenced
ones. Is the list right in terms of importance? We don't want everything, but we don't want to
leave out anything that is critical, the absence of which would
Decisions:
Action items

